
STAGE MAKEUP APPLICATION TIPS
By  Kaleidoscope's Makeup Workshop Artist Kathryn Julian

Start with a Clean Canvas:
Cleanse the skin before applying
makeup. This will help make sure
the makeup applies evenly and
prevents clogged pores.

1. Foundation: When applying a cream foundation, a sponge is
the easiest tool to use for an even application. If possible,
dampen the sponge with clean lukewarm water. From the
center of the face, moving outward in a sweeping or stroking
motion, distribute the foundation around the entire face
(including eyelids) and onto the neck. Foundation can be
touched up later if needed. 

2. Blush: Lightly dab the blush brush into the pan of blush and
tap any excess off. Starting from the center of the cheek, brush
up and out toward the ear. Blend lightly in circular motion to
evenly distribute the blush.

With an eyeshadow brush, apply the lightest shade below the
brow bone and the inside corner of the eye nearest the
nose. 
Then apply the darker shade between the lash line and the
crease of the eyes. Blend in circular motions to buff out any
patchy areas.

3. Eyeshadow:

4. Eye liner: Start at the inside corner of the eye and draw a line

along the top lash line to the outside corner. This step takes

practice, so be patient!

5. Mascara: Keeping eyelids halfway open, gently brush mascara

upward from the root to ends of lashes. Repeat to darken all

lashes and lower lashes. 

6. Lips: Apply lipstick from the corner of the mouth going in

toward the cupid’s bow. If the edges need to be cleaned up, use

a makeup wipe and reapply any foundation that is removed. 
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Removal: Use a mild facial cleanser and warm water. First, remove the eyelashes by lightly pulling and

peeling them off the lash line. This does not hurt the eye. Gently cleanse the face and moisturize.
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